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Abstract In the last few years, the term “quality of

service” has become increasingly synonymous with dig-

ital cellular networks and has greatly influenced the way

we manage network traffic. The IEEE 802.16 standard

is a broadband wireless access system that enables high

speed data transfer over large distances. It is one of the

standards that meet the IMT-Advanced specifications.

It also incorporates a quality of service framework to

provide quality of service to both realtime and non-

realtime multimedia applications. One of the critical

contributions of a QoS framework is efficient schedul-

ing of network traffic. This paper dilates on a two-level

scheduling algorithm for base station uplink scheduler

to provide quality of service to various classes of traffic.

The proposed algorithm ensures efficient and fair mul-

timedia transmission. We also deliberated on a video

transmission framework based on the proposed algo-

rithm. The performance of two-level scheduling algo-

rithm has been extensively analyzed through simula-

tions and the results have effectively established the

efficacy of the proposed algorithm. The results reveal

that the the proposed algorithm is able to fairly and ef-
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ficiently schedule network traffic while ensuring quality

of service for all classes of traffic.
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1 Introduction

In the last two decades, the number of computer and

mobile phone users have increased manifold. Moreover,

we have also witnessed multifold increase in the us-

age of multimedia services, such as VoIP, IPTv, and

video conferencing. These services require much more

network resources as compared to simple data services.

Furthermore these services have more stringent qual-

ity of service (QoS) requirements. Therefore, there is a

need of efficient and more capable networks to support

these and future services. In this regard IEEE 802.16

broadband wireless access (BWA) standard [1] is an ex-

cellent choice. The standard is commercially known as

WiMAX, which stands for Worldwide Interoperability

for Microwave Access.

WiMAX Forum [2] describes WiMAX as “a standards-

based technology enabling the delivery of last mile wire-

less broadband access as an alternative to cable and dig-

ital subscriber line (DSL)”. WiMAX offers high speed

data transfer over long distances for both stationary

and mobile users. Furthermore it incorporates an ex-

tensive QoS framework to support different classes of

traffic. A WiMAX point-to-multipoint (PMP) network

is a digital cellular network in which a base station (BS)

manages and furnish services to multiple subscriber sta-

tions (SS). An SS is an equipment that allows end-user

to communicate with a BS. The BS then provides con-

nectivity to core network, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 A PMP WiMAX Network

To ensure satisfactory transmission of both multi-

media and data traffic, a network must provide suffi-

cient level of QoS to all types of traffic. However pro-

viding QoS in wireless networks, while ensuring privacy

and security, is much more challenging as compared to

wired networks. This is due to the unpredictable nature

of wireless medium and mobility of SS. During propa-

gation through the wireless medium radio waves en-

counter multiple impairments such as multi-path prop-

agation, interference, and attenuation. Both QoS and

network security are active areas of research [3–7], how-

ever in this paper our focus will remain on QoS alone.

QoS controls manages network’s data transmission

by priotitizing time-sensitive and mission-critical ser-

vices. Therefore data transmission management mecha-

nisms, such as call admission control and packet schedul-

ing, lie at the heart of a QoS framework. Network traffic
scheduling based on differentiation of traffic classes is

one of the most important and essential functionalities

of a QoS architecture . In this context, a scheduler de-

cides the timing and order of transmission of data pack-

ets so as to ensure QoS for all service flows. The com-

plex task of scheduling is performed by three distinct

schedulers in WiMAX: BS uplink scheduler, BS down-

link scheduler, and SS scheduler. Downlink scheduling

is relatively simple as the BS is the only transmitter in

the downlink direction. While the uplink scheduling is

much more challenging as the BS uplink scheduler must

synchronize its decision with all SSs.

BS uplink scheduler is responsible for scheduling

packets from SS to BS. These data packets are stored in

queues that are maintained at SS. These queues are not

directly accessible by BS uplink scheduler and so the

scheduler cannot determine the exact sizes and dead-

lines of the stored packets. Therefore the uplink sched-

uler has to make decisions according to estimates. The

functions of each scheduler are well-defined by the stan-

dard. However, the mechanisms to achieve this func-

tionality have not been defined by the standard. There-

fore vendors and service providers can choose the schedul-

ing schemes that best suit their needs.

The standard provides support for both realtime

and non-realtime traffic. Realtime traffic is divided into

constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic and variable bit-rate

(VBR) traffic. The scheduling of CBR realtime traf-

fic is straightforward and well-defined by the standard.

However, the scheduling algortihms for VBR realtime

and non-realtime traffic are not defined in the standard.

Scheduling VBR realtime traffic is the most challeng-

ing among all classes of traffic due to its bursty nature

and tight delay constraints [8]. Therefore the scheduler

must make sure that the packets are delivered before

the deadlines are expired, otherwise they may be of

no value to the receiver. Usually, applications such as

video conferencing, and IPTv etc. use VBR realtime

services. These applications can tolerate some degree

of lost packets. However, if many packets miss their

deadline and loss become significant, then it can seri-

ously degrade the level of service as perceived by the

end-user. Therefore, this service type is given priority

over non-realtime traffic. The scheduler must also make

sure that lower priority classes also get acceptable level

of service and no connection starve even under high

load.

In this paper we have proposed a two-level QoS-

aware packet scheduling algorithm (TLSA) for BS up-

link scheduler and a video transmission framework by

extending our work on intra-class scheduling algorithm

for VBR realtime class [9] and intra-class scheduling al-

gorithms for non-realtime VBR and best effort classes [10].

At the first level uplink bandwidth is distributed among

different service classes, and then at the second level

intra-class bandwidth distribution is done. The objec-

tives of TLSA are as follows: (i) To provide QoS to all

classes of traffic (ii) To fairly allocate resources among

connections within each service class (iii)To ensure that

lower priority flows would not affect higher priority

flows (iv) To prevent starvation of lower priority flows

(v) To ensure high resource utilization.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 provides details of QoS architecture provided

by the standard. Then, Section 3 gives an overview of

the related work. In section 4 we provide the details of

TLSA. In the next section, we present our video trans-

mission mechanism. In section 6 simulation results are

provided to show the performance of the proposed so-

lution. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 QoS Architecture Provided by WiMAX for

Point-to-Multipoint Networks

The WiMAX system has four key layers: Media Access

(MAC) convergence, MAC sublayer, MAC privacy, and

the physical layer. The MAC sublayer is responsible for

providing QoS in WiMAX. WiMAX MAC is connection

oriented, i.e. a connection must be established between

an SS and a BS before any transmission could occur.

A connection can be initiated either by an SS or by

a BS. Each connection is identified by a unique 16-bit

connection identifier (CID). A connection could be used

to manage multiple service flows. A service flow can be

defined as a sequence of packets in one-way direction,

which are characterized by same QoS parameters, i.e. it

is a unidirectional flow of packets that is provided a par-

ticular QoS. Each service flow is identified by a unique

32-bit identifier, called service flow identifier (SFID).

A service flow can be in one of the following states:

provisioned, admitted, or active. Each state has an as-

sociated set of QoS parameters. These parameters are

set of quantitative service measurements such as mini-

mum bandwidth, maximum delay, jitter, and maximum

packet loss rate. An incoming service flow enters the

provisioned state. However, no data transfer could oc-

cur until it is switched to active state. Once the QoS

parameter set for admitted state (AdmittedQoSParam-

Set) or active state (ActiveQoSParamSet) become known,

the service flow could be switched to admitted or ac-

tive state. AdmittedQoSParamSet defines QoS param-

eters for which the system is reserving resources. The

main resource to be reserved is bandwidth. ActiveQoS-

ParamSet is the set of QoS parameters actually being

provided to the service flow.

For a new service flow, the call admission control

(CAC) module in the BS analyzes the requested QoS

parameters and determine whether the request could be

fulfilled or not. If the available resources are sufficient to

fulfill the requested QoS, then the BS assigns a unique

SFID to the service flow.

WiMAX supports both frequency division duplex

(FDD) and time division duplex (TDD). Furthermore,

the standard uses orthogonal frequency division du-

plex (OFDM) to efficiently share the medium among

SSs. Thus, it can operate as either FDD/OFDM or

TDD/OFDM. Since, majority of applications make asym-

metric use of bandwidth, therefore TDD is the preferred

duplexing mode. In TDD, a MAC frame is divided into

uplink and downlink subframes. The duration of these

frames can be dynamically adjusted by the BS accord-

ing to traffic conditions. A TDD frame is shown in

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Structure of a TDD MAC Frame [11]

In the downlink, BS is the only transmitter. Within

a given frequency band all SSs receive same transmis-

sion. A downlink subframe contains one or more bursts

for individual SSs. The DL-MAP field in downlink sub-

frame defines which burst is designated for which SS.

Similary, UL-MAP message specifies which SSs can trans-

mit to the BS in each burst.

There are three schedulers incorporated in the stan-

dard: BS uplink scheduler, BS downlink scheduler, and

SS scheduler. The BS uplink scheduler decides which

SS can transmit data to BS at a particular time. BS

downlink scheduler controls the transmission from BS

to SSs i.e. in the downlink direction. SS scheduler is

responsible for distributing bandwidth, which is allo-

cated to the SS by the uplink scheduler, among its

active connections. The functions of these schedulers

are defined, however their working is not defined by

the standard. Therefore vendors and service providers

are free to choose any scheduling scheme that fulfill

their requirements. The QoS architecture provided by

the standard is shown in Fig. 3.

To support different types of applications, five schedul-

ing service classes are provided by the standard: (i)Un-

solicited Grant Service (UGS): UGS is designed to sup-

port realtime CBR applications, which generate fixed

size packets periodically. For example, T1/E1 emula-

tion and VoIP without silence suppression. (ii) Realtime

Polling Service (rtPS): rtPS is designed for VBR real-

time applications. These applications generate variable

size data packets on periodic basis, such as audio and

video streaming. (iii) Extended Realtime Polling Service

(ertPS): The service is built on the efficiency of both

UGS and rtPS. It is designed to support UGS like ser-

vice flows which can become inactive for an interval. For

e.g. VoIP with silence suppression. (iv) Non-Realtime
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Fig. 3 QoS Architecture Provided by IEEE 802.16e [12]

Polling Service (nrtPS): The service is designed for de-

lay tolerant services that generate variable size data

packets on regular basis, such as file transfer protocol

(FTP). (v) Best-Effort (BE) Service: BE is designed

for applications that do not require any QoS, such as

hyper text transfer protocol (HTTP). Table 1 specifies

the QoS parameters associated with each class.

During initialization and network entry, the BS as-

signs up to three dedicated connections to an SS so as

to provide the SS the ability to send and receive con-

trol messages. There are several ways an SS can then re-

quest bandwidth using the control connections, that in-

cludes request/grant mechanism, UGS allocation, uni-

cast polling, multicast/broadcast polling, contention-
based allocation, piggbacking. UGS flows get fixed amount

of bandwidth periodically and therefore they do not

need to explicitly request bandwidth. For an rtPS con-

nection, the BS polls the SS to know its bandwidth re-

quirements. rtPS flows cannot participate in contention

process. While, nrtPS and BE connections can use con-

tention-based mechanism during a contention period to

request bandwidth. Furthermore, all traffic classes, ex-

cept UGS, are allowed to make piggyback requests. The

BS then allocate bandwidth, for all connections belong-

ing to the SS, aggregated into a single grant. The SS

scheduler is then responsible for distributing the grant

among individual connections. The bandwidth request

mechanisms available in 802.16 standard are summa-

rized in Table 2.

A bandwidth request can be incremental or aggre-

gate. In an incremental request the SS could ask for

more bandwidth for a connection in an incremental

fashion. While in an aggregate request the SS specifies

the total bandwidth required for a connection. Most re-

Service

Class

QoS Parameters Applications

UGS

– maximum sustained traf-
fic rate

– minimum reserved traffic
rate

– delay tolerance
– jitter tolerance

VoIP

ertPS

– maximum sustained traf-
fic rate

– minimum reserved traffic
rate

– delay tolerance
– jitter tolerance

VoIP with
silence detec-
tion

rtPS

– maximum sustained traf-
fic rate

– minimum reserved traffic
rate

– delay tolerance

Video Stream-
ing

nrtPS

– maximum sustained traf-
fic rate

– minimum reserved traffic
rate

FTP

BE No QoS requirement Web browsing

Table 1 QoS parameters associated with each service class

Type QoS Class Mechanism

Unsolicited
Request

UGS & ertPS Periodically allocates band-
width at setup stage:

Piggy-
backing

ertPS, rtPS,
BE & nrtPS

Piggyback request over any
other MAC packets being
sent to the BS

Bandwidth
Stealing

nrtPS & BE Sends BWR instead of gen-
eral MAC packet

Contention
region

ertPS, nrtPS
& BE

Subscriber stations use con-
tention regions to send band-
width request

CDMA
code-
based
request

nrtPS & BE SS chooses one of the CDMA
request codes from those set
aside for bandwidth requests.

Unicast
Polling

ertPS, rtPS,
nrtPS & BE

BS polls each SS individually
and periodically

Multicast
& Broad-
cast
Polling

ertPS, nrtPS
& BE

BS polls a multicast group of
SSs

Table 2 Bandwidth Request Mechanisms in IEEE 802.16 [13]
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quests are incremental, however aggregate requests are

periodically used so that the BS can update its percep-

tion of SSs bandwidth needs.

3 Related Work

Many researches have been done with the aim of propos-

ing efficient scheduling schemes for WiMAX. Early re-

searches proposed to use well-known algorithms such

as Round Robin (RR) [14], Weighted Round Robin

(WRR) [15] and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [16] for

this purpose. However, these algorithms are generic in

nature and do not take into account the details specific

to WiMAX networks. Although simple, they are not ef-

ficient and effective for multi-class high speed networks.

The schemes proposed for WiMAX can be classified

as either channel-unaware or channel-aware. Channel-

aware schedulers make decisions according to current

channel state information. Usually, these schemes give

priority to SSs with good channel conditions. This re-

sults in efficient utilization of radio resources and thus

system efficiency is enhanced. The main problem of

this scheme is the unfair nature of allocation. SSs with

poor channel conditions may starve for substantial in-

tervals, while SSs with good channel conditions are usu-

ally over-provisioned. On the other hand, channel-unaware

schemes focus on MAC layer mechanisms and assume

ideal channel condition. The aim of these schemes is

to guarantee QoS parameters such as minimum traffic

rate, maximum delay bound and fairness.

Due to classes with different QoS requirements, a

scheduler must impose some sort of priority order. There-

fore, most of the proposed solutions are hierarchical in

nature. Generally, these schemes first used inter-class

scheduling algorithms to distribute bandwidth among

different service classes. Then an intra-class scheduling

algorithm, which may be different for different service

classes, is used to distribute the allocated bandwidth

within the service flows of the same class.

3.1 Inter-Class Scheduling

Inter-class scheduling algorithms are designed to dis-

tribute bandwidth among service flows of different classes

while ensuring QoS for all classes. Many inter-class sched-

uling schemes have been proposed. Some researchers [17],

[18], [19], [20], [21] have proposed strict priority disci-

plines for inter-class bandwidth distribution. Normally,

the priority is set according to service classes i.e. UGS >

ertPS > rtPS > nrtPS > BE. However, priority can also

be set according to some other criteria such as backlog

size or packet deadline. Lower priority flows only get

bandwidth if some bandwidth is not utilized by higher

priority flows. These schemes do no guarantee fair allo-

cation of bandwidth. Furthermore lower priority flows

could starve for long durations due to strict allocation.

To avoid starvation of lower priority flows, Chen

et al. [20] has proposed Deficit Fair Priority Queuing

(DFPQ) [22] to be used for inter-class scheduling. DFPQ

also consider service class priority during decision mak-

ing, but each service class is allowed a fix amount of

bandwidth in each round. Safa et al. [23] argue that un-

der this scheme critical realtime packets might lose their

deadlines, so they propose to use Preemptive Deficit

Fair Priority Queueing (PDFPQ) instead of DFPQ.

They propose to set nrtPS and BE queues as preemp-

tive, while rtPS queues are non-preemptive. Each non-

preemptive queue can use a fixed amount of additional

bandwidth to schedule packets that may miss deadline

otherwise. Compared to the results presented in [24],

the scheme provides slight improvement both in delay

and throughput. However, the simulation is done for

only four frames. It would be more interesting to per-

form the simulation for more frames.

X. Zhang et al. [25] has proposed the use of WFQ al-

gorithm, as it can efficiently distribute bandwidth among

realtime flows, while indirectly guarantees the delay.

However, the algorithm ensures QoS for realtime flows

only and QoS for non-realtime flows is not considered.

In another study [26], Y. Shang and S. Cheng provide a

hierarchical scheduling model in which Worst-case Fair

Weighted Fair Queuing (WF2Q) [27] is used for inter-

class allocation. The weight for each class is equal to

the sum of the minimum data rate of all the connec-

tions in that class. With dynamic adjustment of weight

, the scheme can guarantee the minimum data rate and

worst-case fairness. However, the main disadvantage is

O(N) complexity and therefore the scheme may not be

suitable for very high speed data networks. Cicconetti

et al. [28] argue that fair queuing schemes are too com-

plex to be implemented in WiMAX. They argue that

latency-rate control algorithms are particularly suited

for scheduling in WiMAX. WRR is also proposed by A.

Sayenko et al. [29] for intra-class scheduling. They also

propose that the BS should specify the order of slots

so as to minimize the maximum jitter and delay. The

main advantage of these schemes is their simplicity and

O(1) complexity. However, how the weights are chosen

is not defined by the authors. Another problem with

WRR is that it can be unfair when all packets are not

of the same size, which is the case in WiMAX.

In [30], Chan et al. has proposed a two-tier schedul-

ing scheme. First, all connections are classified into fol-

lowing categories:
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1. Unsatisfied: a connection is unsatisfied if the band-

width allocated to it is less than its minimum re-

quirement.

2. Satisfied: a connection is satisfied if the allocated

bandwidth is between its minimum requirement and

maximum requirement.

3. Over-satisfied: a connection is over-satisfied if the

allocated bandwidth is more than its maximum re-

quirement.

Then the first tier distributes bandwidth according

to connections category. Bandwidth is first allocated

to unsatisfied connections, then to satisfied connections

and then to over-satisfied connections. The results show

that the scheme is more fair and it could provide the

MRTR for each connection. However the scheme does

not distinguish among different classes of realtime traf-

fic and therefore realtime and non-realtime connections

are treated equally.

In [31], the authors propose a channel aware algo-

rithm for scheduling in BWA systems. They argue that

Delay Threshold Prioirty Queuing (DTPQ) is a good

choice when both realtime and non-realtime traffics are

present. Rather than choosing a fix delay, they select

an adaptive threshold-based priority queuing scheme

which consider both deadlines and channel state condi-

tions for realtime users.

A token-bucket based scheduling mechanism is pre-

sented in [32] by T.C. Tsai and C.Y. Wang. To avoid

starvation of lower-priority classes, they set a maximum

bandwidth limit for each service class. When a service

class gets more bandwidth than its threshold, its prior-

ity is decreased. The study does not study the fairness

of allocation.

R. Fei et al. has proposed a dynamic bandwidth

allocation algorithm [33]. They provide a utility func-

tion that considers the QoS requirements of each ser-

vice class. Each class is assigned a weight, which is

then used by the utility function to determine the op-

timal scheduling. The algorithm is designed for relay

mode operation and it may not be efficient for point-

to-multipoint networks.

Sengupta et al. has presented a scheme [34] of dy-

namically modifying MAC PDUs based on the feedback

obtained about channel state through Channel Qual-

ity Indicator (CQI). A feedback mechanism present at

the receiver’s MAC layer gives feedback to transmitter

which in turn changes payload of upper layer by aggre-

gation or fragmentation. The dynamic modification of

PDU size results in reduction in dropped and corrupted

packets. Thus the system achieves higher throughput

and lower end-to-end delays. The scheme does not dif-

ferentiate in different service classes and no QoS guar-

antees are provided for realtime traffic.

In [35], authors proposed a self-adaptive scheduling

(SAS) algorithm for base transceiver stations. The aim

is to improve energy efficiency, reduce carbon emission,

and develop a self-sustainable green cellular network.

The algorithm controls the operating states of a BTS

thereby exploiting the traffic loads of the BTS and the

single-hop neighbor BSs thereof. Each active BS in this

scheme independently and dynamically decides its op-

eration state, thus resulting in a fully distributed sys-

tem. Simulation results revealed that the proposed SAS

algorithm can significantly increase the energy savings

compared with existing protocols. The focus of SAS is

energy efficiency rather than furnishing QoS to various

classes of traffic.

3.2 Intra-Class Scheduling

3.2.1 rtPS

In the study [36], the authors applied different algo-

rithms on rtPS traffic and provided comparative re-

sults. They consider RR, WRR, maximum Signal-to-

Interference ratio (mSIR), and temporary removal sched-

uler (TRS) [37] in their study. The simulations results

show that RR and WRR transmit the minimum num-

ber of packets and are very inefficient under medium to

high load conditions. mSIR and combination of TRS+

mSIR deliver the maximum number of packets. How-

ever, they require large delays to deliver packets, which

make them unsuitable for realtime applications such as

VoIP and IPTv. The authors then present a modified

version of mSIR, called mmSIR. mmSIR was able to

reduce the end-to-end delay, but still the average delay

is unacceptable for most realtime applications.

Some researchers ([32],[19],[24],[38]) suggest the use

of Earliest Deadline First (EDF) for rtPS traffic. In [20]

EDF is proposed for both uplink and downlink direc-

tion. Downlink traffic is given priority over uplink traf-

fic. In [19], they propose to use the concept of arrival-

service curve [39] to predict the arrival pattern of in-

coming rtPS packet. We provide some comments on the

use of arrival-service curve in section 4. In this scheme,

if enough bandwidth is not available then the band-

width is distributed among all rtPS connections accord-

ing to their average data rates. However, this distri-

bution can actually result in some unused portions of

bandwidth as shown by simulations in section 6.

In [29], the authors have proposed a single scheduler

for all classes of traffic. They argue that scheduling dis-

ciplines like Fair Queuing (FQ) and EDF complicates

scheduling and therefore they are not suitable for high

speed networks. They further argue that the difficulty

of accurately determining the deadlines of individual
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packets stored in SS buffers and potentially unfair be-

havior of EDF makes it unsuitable for WiMAX net-

works. However, their scheme is less efficient than EDF

for rtPS flows.

3.2.2 nrtPS and BE

J. Chen, W. Jioa, and H. Wang [20] propose WFQ for

nrtPS flows and RR for BE flows. A similar scheme

is proposed by K. Wongthavarawat and A. Ganz [19].

However, they propose that the bandwidth available for

BE flows should be distributed equally among the BE

flows. V. Rangel, J. Ortiz and J. Gomez [40] and DN

Lai, TC Huang and HY Chi [41] also propose similar

schemes. However, they have proposed First Come First

Serve (FCFS) for scheduling BE class. In these scheme

co-scheduling is done according to strict priority. Lower

priority flows can only get bandwidth if some band-

width is not utilized by higher priority flows. Therefore,

these schemes can result in starvation of lower priority

classes. Furthermore, these schemes do no guarantee

fair distribution of bandwidth among flows of same ser-

vice class.

A. Sayenko, O. Alanen and J. Karhula have pro-

posed a scheme [42] similar to WRR. The scheme treats

each connection as a separate session. The QoS require-

ments are used to determine the required number of

frame slots, which then become the weights for WRR.

The scheduling scheme comprises three stages (i) Al-

location of minimum number of slots (ii) Allocation of

unused slots (iii) Ordering of slots to improve the pro-

visioning of QoS. The first stage is mandatory, while

the other two are optimization steps. The calculation

of number of slots for nrtPS class is done in the same
way as that for rtPS class. The algorithm does not take

into account the deadlines of rtPS packets.

The two-tier scheme [30] proposed by L. Chan, H.

Chao, and Z. Chou classifies all connections into three

categories: unsatisfied, satisfied, and over-satisfied. The

algorithm calculates weight for each connection based

on its category and the QoS parameters. The band-

width is first allocated to unsatisfied connections, then

to satisfied connections and then to over-satisfied con-

nections. No distinction is made on the service classes

of the flows. Therefore, it may be not be possible for

the algorithm to ensure QoS for realtime applications.

4 Two Level Scheduling Algorithm

4.1 Terminology

Firstly, we present the terminology that is important

to understand the rest of the article.

– rmini : minimum reserved traffic rate (MRTR) for

connection i

– rmaxi : maximum sustained traffic rate (MSTR) for

connection i

– di: delay limit for connection i (in terms of number

of uplink subframes)

– brik: bandwidth requested by connection i in frame

k

– baik: bandwidth allocated for connection i in frame

k

– n: number of connections admitted

– dmax: max(di), where i= 1,2,...,n

– bTbl: an n × dmax table to store rtPS bandwidth

allocations

– rk: unused bandwidth in frame k

– f : current uplink subframe

– SRi: service ratio for connection i

– SR: total service ratio

– ra: current value of available uplink bandwidth

– Fo: set of active connections of service class o

4.2 Call Admission Control

Call admission control (CAC) is a set of actions and per-

missions that permits or denies a connection to network

on the basis of network ability [6]. When an SS sends

a new connection request to the BS with a certain QoS

parameters, the CAC determines whether the request

can be accepted or not depending upon the requested

QoS parameters and current network state. After ac-

cepting a connection request from an SS, the network

has to ensure that QoS requirements of the new con-

nection are met throughout the duration of the flow.

Therefore admissibility of a new connection must be

carefully determined so that the service guarantees can

be provided to all active connections.

In TLSA, An incoming connection is admitted by

the BS, if and only if the available bandwidth is suffi-

cient to guarantee the MRTR for the connection. Math-

ematically, a connection i is admitted if and only if

rmini ≤ ra. After admitting i the value of ra is up-

dated, ra ← (ra − rmini ). Thus, the CAC in TLSA is

“without degradation”, i.e. no degradation in QoS of

existing connection is permitted to accomodate a new

connection.

A BE connection has no MRTR and therefore it

is always admitted. To ensure that connection i never

surpasses its contract, it is assumed that a traffic lim-

iting module is present at the SS that always keeps the

bandwidth demands of i below rmaxi . Thus the traffic

generated by connection i always remain between rmini

and rmaxi .
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4.3 First Level Scheduling

As the name suggests, the proposed scheduling scheme

comprises two levels. The first level scheduling (FLS) al-

gorithm distributes available uplink bandwidth among

different service classes according to their bandwidth

demands and QoS requirements. Then at the second

level, class-specific algorithms allocate bandwidth within

each class. A class-specific algorithm takes bandwidth

allocated to the class by FLS and distributes it among

active connections of the class. The proposed scheme is

shown in Fig. 4.

FLS implements the priority of service classes by

selecting an appropriate order of bandwidth allocation.

Bandwidth is allocated to the service classes in the fol-

lowing order: UGS, ertPS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE. In this

way UGS has the highest priority, while BE class has

the lowest priority. FLS allocates bandwidth such that

following conditions are met:

1. QoS is ensured for all service classes

2. Higher priority flows are not be affected by lower

priority flows

3. No service class starves

4. Efficient bandwidth utilization

The scheduling of UGS and ertPS classes are well-

defined by the standard. Therefore, FLS distributes band-

width among rtPS, nrtPS, and BE classes. FLS must

guarantee bandwidth for nrtPS class, while both band-

width and delay for rtPS class. FLS ensures that each

class, except BE class, gets its MRTR. In each schedul-

ing round, FLS first allocatesmin(
∑
iεFo

rmini ,
∑
iεFo

brif )

bandwidth to service class o, where oε{rtPS, nrtPS}.
Henceforth, we will represent this allocated bandwidth

by Ro. Since the MRTR for a BE connection is zero

i.e. rmini = 0, therefore no bandwidth allocation could

be done for BE class in this manner. Instead, a small

portion of total uplink bandwidth, RBE , is reserved

for BE class. RBE is not fixed and may vary for each

MAC frame, however it is always less than or equal to∑
iεFBE

brif . The reserved bandwidth prevents the star-

vation of BE flows.

Since in each round RnrtPS and RBE are reserved

for nrtPS and BE flows respectively. Therefore, ra −
RnrtPS − RBE amount of bandwidth is available for

rtPS class. This is the maximum amount of bandwidth

that could be allocated to rtPS class. If the bandwidth

utilized by rtPS class is less than ra − RnrtPS − RBE ,

then the remaining bandwidth is allocated to nrtPS and

BE classes. Thus the total bandwidth available to nrtPS

connections is equal to RnrtPS plus any underutilized

bandwidth by rtPS class. After scheduling of rtPS and

nrtPS traffic, the remaining bandwidth is allocated to

Fig. 4 The proposed Scheduling Scheme

BE connections. Obviously, at least RBE bandwidth is

always available for BE class.

4.4 Second Level Scheduling

4.4.1 rtPS Scheduling

Fairness In order to guarantee fairness among rtPS

flows, we introduce a parameter called Service Ratio,

which is computed for each connection as shown in

Eq. 1. Another parameter, called Total Service Ratio, is

also calculated as shown in Eq. 2. A connection i is only

allowed to transmit data if SRi ≤ SR. If SRi > SR,

this signifies that there are some connections for which

the Service Ratio is less than SR and therefore they

should be given priority over connection i. The idea is

to guarantee MRTR for each session, while fairly dis-

tributing the available bandwidth among active rtPS

flows. It should be noted that in the ideal scenario all

connections would have equal values of Service Ratio.

Mathematically,

SRi = SRj = SR, where i, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n

SRi =

f−1∑
t=1

bati

f−1∑
t=1

brti

(1)

where, i = 1, 2, ..., n

SR =

f−1∑
t=1

n∑
i=1

bati

f−1∑
t=1

n∑
i=1

brti

(2)
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Scheduling For each uplink frame the BS allocates band-

width to connections in increasing order of di, i.e. pri-

ority is given to the connections with tighter delay con-

straints. In each frame, a connection i is allowed to

transmit data only if SRi ≤ SR or some bandwidth

is available after scheduling other realtime connections.

When a new bandwidth request brfi arrives, the BS tries

to allocate the requested bandwidth to i in f . However

if the available bandwidth to connection i in f is not

sufficient to fulfill the request, then the scheduler tries

to allocate the maximum possible bandwidth to i in

f , while the remaining bandwidth is allocated to i in

f + di.

To facilitate bandwidth allocation, the BS uplink

scheduler maintains an n × dmax table, called band-

width allocation table. In the rest of the article we

would denote the bandwidth allocation table by sym-

bol bTbl. An entry bTbl[i][j] in bTbl is an ordered pair

(c, u), where c and u are bandwidth allocations to i,

called confirm allocation and unconfirm allocation

respectively. The allocation c is the guaranteed amount

of bandwidth for i in frame j, while u is the bandwidth

which could be allocated to i between frame f and f+j.

However, there is no guarantee that the algorithm will

actually make this allocation. The table is also used

by the BS to generate UL-MAP. At the end of each

scheduling round, the first column of bTbl corresponds

to the UL-MAP for the next uplink subframe. The gen-

eration of UL-MAP is explained in more details at the

end of this section. The proposed scheduling algorithm

for rtPS class is presented in algorithm 1. The step by

step explanation of the proposed algorithm is provided

in subsequent paragraphs.

The procedure schedule schedule, lines 1-13, is in-

voked at the start of each frame to schedule rtPS traf-

fic. The for loop, lines 2-11, runs the scheduling algo-

rithm for each connection’s bandwidth request. Line 4

calls function allocateBw. The function tries to allo-

cate the maximum possible bandwidth to i, to satisfy

the bandwidth request brfi , in f . The function then re-

turns the amount of bandwidth successfully allocated

to the connection in f . So, this value is subtracted

from the requested bandwidth to obtain the amount of

bandwidth still to be allocated. The unallocated band-

width could be scheduled between f + 1 and f + di.

Instead of finding the exact column in bTbl to make

entry for this allocation, the algorithm tries to do the

maximum possible allocation in frame f + di (line 5).

In fact, if some space would become available before

f + di, the request would be scheduled earlier. If there

is still some unallocated bandwidth, then it is assigned

as unconfirm allocation at bTbl[i][f+di] (line 8). Later

on, if some bandwidth would become available between

frames f + 1 and f + di, this entry could be converted

to confirm allocation. The condition at line 7 can be

true either because SRi > SR and therefore no band-

width allocation can be done for connection i or there

is there is some bandwidth which could not be allo-

cated in statements 4 and 5. Regardless of the case, an

unconfirm allocation is done at bTbl[i][f + di] in line

8. Then, the algorithm updates SRi and SR according

to equations 1 and 2.

The function allocateBw is invoked by the proce-

dure schedule to make an entry in bTbl for bandwidth

allocation to a connection. The definition of allocateBw,

lines 19-31, is self-explanatory and it is provided for

the sake of completeness. The function then returns the

amount of bandwidth that it is able to allocate for the

connection in the specified frame.

The generation of UL-MAP is straightforward. At

the end of procedure schedule, the first column of bTbl

corresponds to UL-MAP for the next uplink subframe.

If some bandwidth is available in the next uplink sub-

frame, then confirm allocations with the earliest dead-

lines from subsequent frames are scheduled in the next

frame. If no more confirm allocations and there is still

some bandwidth available then unconfirm allocations

can be scheduled in order of their deadlines. If a packet

miss its deadline, it is proposed that the packet should

be dropped by SS scheduler. The proposed algorithm is

illustrated with the help of an example, which is pre-

sented at the end of this section.

The run-time complexity of the proposed algorithm

is easy to calculate. Lines 3 to 10 are executed for each

bandwidth request. Lines 4 and 5, call the function

allocateBw. It can be seen that all steps in the functions

are done in constant time. Therefore, the complexity of

allocateBw is O(1). Similarly, statements 7 to 10 are

executed in constant time. Hence, for each bandwidth

request, the run-time complexity of the proposed algo-

rithm is O(1).

As soon as a bandwidth request is received, the al-

gorithm decides how much allocation to the connection

could be done against this request. Therefore, there is

no need for an SS to send the value of backlog as a band-

width request, but it can actually send the amount of

traffic generated between f − 1 and f . This approach

has two distinct advantages: firstly less bandwidth is re-

quired to make requests, and secondly the BS need not

to determine the deadline of individual packets through

some complex procedure. However, even if an SS send

the value of backlog as bandwidth request, we can use

arrival-service curve [39] used in [19] to determine the

actual new bandwidth demand generated during f − 1

and f . Mathematically, arrival-service can be repre-

seted by equation 3, where backlog(f) is the current
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Algorithm 1 rtPS intra-class scheduling algorithm

1: procedure schedule()
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: if SRi ≤ SR then

4: set brfi -= allocateBw(brfi , i, f)

5: set brfc -= allocateBw(brfi , i, f + di)
6: end if

7: if brfi > 0 then

8: set bTbl[i][f + di].u += brfi
9: end if

10: SRi

11: end for

12: SR
13: generate UL-MAP
14: end procedure

15:
16:
17: {Function allocateBw attempts to reserve an amount bw

of bandwidth for the connection conn in frame frame. It
takes three parameters: (i) bw− bandwidth to allocate.
(ii) conn− connection which request the bandwidth allo-
cation. (iii) frame− frame in which the bandwidth is to
be allocated.
Returns the amount of bandwidth successfully allocated}

18:
19: function allocateBw(bw, conn, frame)
20: if bw ≤ 0 or rframe ≤ 0 then

21: return 0
22: end if

23: if rframe ≥ bw then

24: set allocate = bw
25: else

26: set allocate = rframe

27: end if
28: set rframe -= allocate

29: set bTbl[conn][frame].c += allocate
30: return allocate

31: end function

bandwidth request, backlog(f−1) is the previous band-

width request, and service(f − 1) is the bandwidth al-

located to the connection in the previous frame. How-

ever, in the case, expired packets are dropped by SS, we

must add the packets dropped during period [f − 1, f ]

to equation 3. The corrected version is given in equa-

tion 4, where drop(f − 1, f) is the total bytes dropped

during f − 1 and f .

brfk = backlog(f) + service(f −1)− backlog(f −1) (3)

brfk = backlog(f) + service(f − 1, f)

− backlog(f − 1) + drop(f − 1, f) (4)

Illustrating Example We explain the working of

the algorithm with the help of the example shown in fig-

ure 5. In this example, there are three connections to be

scheduled: A,B and C with delay limits of 30ms, 40ms

and 60ms respectively. We assume total uplink band-

width per frame to be 10 units and a frame duration

of 20ms. This implies that a packet generated by A,B

and C between f − 1 and f must be scheduled within

next 1,2 and 3 frames respectively. The bandwidth re-

quests generated by the three connections are shown

in column 2. For example, the first entry in the first

row of column 2, is the amount of traffic that arrived in

the input queue of connection A for uplink transmission

between frame 0 and frame 1. The bandwidth request

for this traffic will be treated at the start of frame 1

by the BS uplink scheduler. The third column shows

the values of SR and SRi at the start of scheduling f .

An entry in the fourth column is the bTbl that is ob-

tained at the end of scheduling frame f . The shaded

entries in bTbl are unconfirmed allocations. The un-

derline entries in BTbl are the allocations done during

current frame. UL-MAP corresponding to next uplink

subframe is shown in the fifth column.

The scheduling in the example is done as follows.

The algorithm is able to schedule the requested band-

widths in [0,1]. Note specially the allocations done for

connections B and C. Since only 10 units can be allo-

cated in a frame, therefore we cannot do confirmed-

allocation of more than 10 units within in column. For

scheduling the requests in [1,2], SRA ≤ SR but no

bandwidth is available in the current frame. Further-

more, due to delay limits this request cannot fulfilled

in subsequent frames. Therefore, it is entered as an

unconfirmed allocation in the column corresponding

to next frame. As there is no provision in the current

frame, therefore this request is not scheduled in UL-

MAP of frame 2. In the duration [2,3], B request 12

units of bandwidth. Since SRB > SR, therefore the

algorithm allocates it as an unconfirmed allocation

in the frame f + dB i.e. in frame 4. The unused 5

units of bandwidth in frame 3 are used to schedule 5

units of bandwidth from the next frame. For the du-

ration [3,4], there is no bandwidth request. There is a

confirmed allocation of 5 units and 2 unconfirmed-

allocation of 17 units. Therefore, 5 units can be allo-

cated to first unconfirmed allocation for B. The re-

maining bandwidth demand cannot be fulfilled. The fi-

nal values of SRi and SR are shown in the last row.

It is important to understand that all unexpired

packets belonging to the same connection are always

scheduled in the order of their deadlines by SS sched-

uler. The important thing is the amount of bandwidth

allocated to the connection and not the actual packets

against which the allocations are done. This is due to

the fact that SS scheduler transmits packets in first-in

first-out (FIFO) order. Consider the example given in

figure 6. We assume two connections A and B, with

dA = dB = 2. Note that the BS grants 5 units to A

against demand of 10 units. However, the SS sched-
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uler schedules the packets which are at the front of A’s

queue. Note, however, the 5 units were granted against

the second packet in the queue and not the packet at

the front of the queue.

4.4.2 nrtPS Scheduling

The nrtPS scheduling is done in two stages. Firstly,

the algorithm makes sure that every connection gets

at least its MRTR. In the second stage, the algorithm

allocates more bandwidth to connections with greater

backlog. Let for uεFnrtPS , rcuru be the current band-

width demand. Then, ∀u, the algorithm first allocates

min(rcuru , rminu ) amount of bandwidth to u. Let bLogu
be the backlog of u after allocation in the first stage

and ravl be the amount of bandwidth still available in

f for nrtPS flows. In the second stage, ravl is distributed

among nrtPS connections in proportion of their back-

logs. Mathematically, the total bandwidth assigned to

u is shown in Eq. 5:

min
(
rcuru , rminu

)
+min

(
ravl,

∑
uεFnrtPS

bLogu

)
× bLogu∑

uεFnrtPS

bLogu


(5)

The scheme ensures that each nrtPS connection gets

at least the MRTR. Furthermore, using bLogu as weight

enables the algorithm to accelerate data transmission

for more demanding connections. Therefore it can be

considered as a need-based scheme, which also ensures

QoS for all nrtPS connections. The scheme guarantees

that a high-bandwidth source cannot inundate network

resources.

We illustrate the proposed scheme with the help of

an example. Lets consider there are three nrtPS con-

nections to be scheduled with parameters as shown in

Table 3. For simplicity, we assume that the length of

each frame is 1 second. Therefore, each connection send

minimum 3 units of data in a second. We further assume

that the total available bandwidth is 12 units and the

actual data generation rate is 3,6 and 9 units per sec-

ond for connections n1, n2, and n3 respectively. The

bandwidth allocation by the proposed nrtPS schedul-

ing algorithm and the backlog after each allocation is

shown in Table 4. The bandwidth requested by a con-

nection in each frame is equal to its current backlog i.e.

backlog in the last frame plus the bandwidth required

for newly arrived packets. The algorithm first allocates

Connection MRTR MSTR Actual Rate

n1 3 5 3
n2 3 10 6
n3 3 15 9

Table 3 Parameters of connections for nrtPS scheduling ex-
ample

Connection Frames
f1 f2 f3 f4

n1
allocation
request

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

backlog 0 0 0 0

n2
allocation
request

4
6

4
8

4
10

4
12

backlog 2 4 6 8

n3
allocation
request

5
9

5
13

5
17

5
21

backlog 4 8 12 16

Table 4 Bandwidth allocation for nrtPS scheduling example

3 units (MRTR) of bandwidth to each connection, then

the remaining 3 units of bandwidth is distributed ac-

cording to backlog as explained in Equation 5.

4.4.3 BE Scheduling

The allocation of bandwidth at physical layer is done

in terms of number of time slots. An SS with bad chan-

nel conditions consume more time slots for transmitting

relatively small amount of data. On the other hand, an

SS with good channel conditions can send much more

data in the same number of time slots. Therefore, we

propose to distribute the available time slots equally

among BE connections so as to maximize the usage of

bandwidth. Let C be the number of available time slots

for BE traffic, and nbe be the number of BE connections.

Then the number of slots available per connection can

be given as C/nbe. For a BE connection v, let rcurv be

the current bandwidth request and Cv time slots are

required to fulfill the request. Then the algorithm al-

locates min(Cv, C/nbe) time slots to v. An SS with

good channel conditions will be able to send more data

within same number of time slots than an SS with poor

channel conditions and thus automatically get priori-

tized. This scheme thus prevents SS with poor channel

conditions to affect other SSs.

The difference between equal bandwidth allocation

and equal time slot allocation can be illustrated with

the help of an example. Suppose there are four SS: S1,

S2, S3 and S4 with one BE connection each. Let the

first three SSs have good channel conditions and in each

time slot they can send 5 units of data , while S4 has

poor channel conditions and it can send only 1 unit of

data per slot. We also assume that 16 time slots are

available for BE traffic. Then the bandwidth allocation

under the two schemes is shown in Fig. 7. Under equal
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Fig. 5 An example of scheduling several frames to demonstrate the working of rtPS class algorithm

Fig. 6 FIFO scheduling at SS

bandwidth distribution S4 is able to reduce the band-

width of other connections by 50%. There is no QoS to

guarantee and S1, S2 and S3 have good channel con-

ditions but still they are paying the penalty of poor

channel conditions of S4. Clearly, equal slot allocation

makes use of bandwidth much more efficiently.

5 Video Transmission Mechanism

One of the main applications of rtPS class is the trans-

mission of realtime videos. Therefore we designed and

implemented a realtime video transmission mechanism

(VTM) and implemented it in Qualnet. The aim is to

assess the performance of the proposed rtPS scheduler

in scheduling realtime video streams.

VTM can send videos encoded in High Efficiency

Video Coding (HEVC), also known as H.265 and MPEG-

H Part 2 [43]. It is a block-based hybrid video coding

standard that provides inter/intra prediction and trans-

form coding with high efficiency entropy encoding [44].

It is a successor to widely used H.264/MPEG-4 Ad-

vanced Video Coding (AVC) standard. For same level of

video quality, it offers double the data compression ra-

Fig. 7 (a) Equal bandwidth distribution (b) Equal time slot
distribution

tio as compared to AVC. Consequently, HEVC provides

much better quality of video at the same data rate [43].

HEVC provides many enhancements over H.264/AVC:

– 64x64 pattern comparison and difference-coding

– Improved variable-block-size segmentation

– Better prediction within the same frame

– Better motion vector prediction

– Sample-adaptive offset filtering

– Improved motion region merging

HEVC was developed by a collaboration between

ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T VCEG. The first version of

the standard was issued in June 2013. The second ver-

sion, published in 2015, introduced multi-view exten-

sion (MV-HEVC), range extension, and scalability ex-

tension (SHVC). Extensions for 3D video (3D-HEVC)

and screen content coding (SCC) were published in

2016 and 2017, respectively. A brief history of HEVC

versions is presented in Table 5.
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Version

No.

Year Key Features

1 2013 First approved version containing
Main, Main10, and Main Still Pic-
ture profiles.

2 2014 Adds a multi-view extension profile,
scalable extension profiles, and 21
range extension profile.

3 2015 3D Main profile
4 2016 Adds four scalable extension pro-

files, three high throughput exten-
sion profiles, and additional screen
content coding extensions profiles.

Table 5 A brief history of HEVC [45]

Standard H.264
HP

MPEG-
4 AP

H.263
HLP

H.262
MP

Bitrate Re-
duction

35.4% 63.7% 65.1% 70.8%

Table 6 Bitrate Reduction Offered by HEVC against differ-
ent video encoding standards

An HEVC profile is a set of features and associated

coding tools that allows to create a video stream that

conforms to the features specified in that profile. There

are three profiles in Version 1 of HEVC: Main, Main10,

and Main Still. Version 2 added several new profiles that

provide extensions such as increased bit-depth, multi-

view video coding, screen content coding, and scalable

video coding.

The aim of HEVC is to provide high coding effi-

ciency by minimizing bit rate while still maintaining a

certain level of video quality. Coding efficiency can be

measured either by using objective metrics such as peak

signal-to-noise ratio (PNSR), or subjective assessment.

Subjective tests, such as mean opinion score, involves

assessment of video quality by several individuals and

it is the generally the preferred way.

Ohm J-R et al. [46], compared the efficiency of HEVC

Main profiles against H.264 High Profile (HP), MPEG-

4 Advanced Profile (AP), H.263 High Latency Profile

(HLP), and H.262 Main Profile. Nine test sequences

were encoded at twelve different bitrates by using HM-

8.0 HEVC encoder. Peak Signal-to-Noise ratio (PNSR)

was used as an evaluation criterion. The bit-rate re-

duction offered by HEVC standard is summarized in

Table 6.

In another study [47], subjective tests were con-

ducted to evaluate the quality of HEVC and H.264 /

MPEG-4 AVC HP. Three 5 second video sequences of

resolutions 3840x1744 at 24 fps, 3840x2048 at 30 fps,

and 3840x2160 at 30 fps were encoded at five differ-

ent bitrates with HM-6.1.1 HEVC encoder and the JM-

18.3 H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoder. The results revealed

that HEVC provided an average bitrate reduction of

66.5%, based on mean opinion score, as compared to

H.264/MPEG-4 AVC HP.

HEVC works by comparing different parts of a video

frame to find areas that are similar or redundant, both

within a single video frame as well as subsequent frames.

These areas are then replaced with a compressed code

that requires significantly less bits than original pixels.

The basic processing unit in HEVC is coding tree

unit (CTU), also known as largest coding unit. It is con-

ceptually similar to macroblock units that were used in

several earlier generation standards. It has been em-

pirically shown that larger CTU sizes increases cod-

ing efficiency while at the same time reduces decoding

time [46].

The HEVC video coding layer uses a hybrid ap-

proach utilizing both inter-frame and intra-frame pre-

diction and 2D transform coding. In intra-frame pre-

diction, the prediction of regions in a frame is based

only on the information from the same frame. While

inter-frame prediction requires information from other

frames. The final frame representation after prediction

is stored a decoded frame buffer that can then be used

for subsequent predictions.

An HEVC bitstream is organized into network ab-

straction layer (NAL) that makes video layer to be

transparent to various transmission mechanisms. NAL

units are of two types, i.e. video coding layer (VCL)

and non-video coding layer (non-VCL) units. VCL units

contain data associated with coded video, while non-

VCL contains data shared by different video frames. A

NAL unit consists of a fixed two-byte header and as-

sociated payload. Each NAL unit has a unique Tempo-

ralID that specifies the temporal layer associated with
that unit. All NAL units of a given video frame have

same TemporalID. Therefore, each video frame has a

unique value of TemporalID.

For the experiments we used the reference software

for HEVC called HEVC Test Model (HM) [44]. The

software provides a reference implementation of the HEVC

standard which is developed by the Joint Collaborative

Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) that aims to provide

a basis upon which to conduct experiments involving

HEVC standard [48]. We specifically used HM-16.0 en-

coder. The working of HM encoder is shown in Figure 8

and briefly discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

The input video is first divided into coding tree

units that are further split using a quadtree into cod-

ing units (CU). The leaf CU defines the shape of pre-

diction units and a residual-quadtree containing trans-

formation units. A transformation unit defines a region

containing the same transformation and quantization

process.
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Fig. 8 Simplified Block Diagram of HM Encoder [44]

The intra prediction block provides 35 modes for

the luma of each prediction unit. Prediction efficiency

is improved by applying mode-dependent reference and

sample smoothing. The intra prediction mode is then

coded by using one of the three most probable modes.

The inter prediction involves selecting motion parame-

ters such as skip mode, merge mode, and motion vec-

tors. The transform and quantization block takes the

prediction from the input and apply spatial transfor-

mation and quantization on it. Entropy coding is then

applied to the generated symbols and quantized trans-

form coefficients using a Context-based Adaptive Bi-

nary Arithmetic Coding [49].

Deblocking filtering and sample adaptive offset fil-

tering are two in-loop filtering processes. The processes

are applied after the reconstructed pixel data is formed.
The image is the stored in decoded picture buffer that

may be used for predicting content of subsequent frames.

To perform the experiment we used the video se-

quences obtained from the video trace library of Ari-

zona State University [50]. The video sequences are in

raw .YUV format. Firstly, a raw video file is encoded in

HEVC bitstream by HM-16.0 encoder. Then a packet

trace file for the encoded video is generated. A packet

trace specifies the size of packets and their parameter

values. A sample packet trace file is shown in 9. The

packet trace file and the encoded bitstream are read by

the VTM. VTM then transmits the encoded bitstream,

by using TLSA, according to the parameters specified

in the packet trace. The transmitted video is received

at the receiver and a corresponding HEVC bitstream

is generated. The bitstream is then decoded to obtain

the corresponding distorted raw YUV file. Finally, the

quality of the received video can be compared with the

original video transmitted. The process is depicted in

Fig 10.

Fig. 9 A sample trace file

Fig. 10 Framework for realtime video transmission

6 Simulation Results

The performance of TLSA is evaluated by developing a

simulation model. Qualnet v5.02 [51] is used to perform

all simulations. Qualnet is a commercial network sim-

ulator that provides good support for the IEEE 802.16

standard. The implementation of 802.16 standard in

Qualnet is done in Advanced Wireless Model library [52].

The library provides an extensive set of customizable

parameters and a faithful implementation of the 802.16

standard. The source code of the library is available and

the developers can modify the code to implement new

algorithms and protocols.

For each simulation, data transmission is started at

20s. This delay is necessary for proper functioning of

routing protocols. Since the actual transmission starts

at 20s, so we consider this as the starting point of sim-

ulation i.e. t = 0s. We repeat each simulation 50 times

and then average results are presented in this section.

For each repetition, a different seed is used to alter the
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Parameter Value

Total uplink band-
width

1 Mbps

Frame duration 20 ms
MAC propagation de-
lay

1 µs

Cyclic prefix 8.0
Antenna model omni antenna
Sampling factor 144/125
Propagation model Two ray ground
Timeout interval 15 s
Antenna height 1.5 m
Antenna gain 1
Transmit power 20 dBm
Receive power thresh-
old

205e-12

Carrier sense power
threshold

0.9 * Receive power thresh-
old

Link adaptation Enabled

Table 7 Important simulation parameters

characteristics of simulation such as patterns of traf-

fic generation and mobility. It is assumed that packets

only arrive at start of a frame and all connections are

admitted. The values of important parameters used for

simulation are presented in table 7.

6.1 FLS Algorithm

6.1.1 Bandwidth Allocation among Fixed Subscriber

Stations

The purpose of this experiment is to assess the perfor-

mance of FLS algorithm. For the simulation, BE traffic

is generated at an average rate of 200 Kbps throughout

the experiment. Approximately 100 Kbps of bandwidth

is reserved for BE traffic to prevent it from starvation.

While for nrtPS the MRTR is 400 Kbps and the aver-

age traffic rate is 580 Kbps. Simulations are performed

with increasing load of rtPS traffic. Initially, the aver-

age traffic rate of rtPS is 300 Kbps, which is gradually

increased to 600 Kbps. The MRTR for rtPS traffic is

300 Kbps throughout the experiment, while the maxi-

mum allowed delay is set to 160ms.

The bandwidth distribution by FLS is shown in

Fig. 11. As the data generation rate of rtPS class is in-

creased from 300 Kbps to 400 Kbps, the throughput of

BE traffic is reduced from 200 Kbps to 100 Kbps. While

there is no effect on the throughput of nrtPS traffic. As

the rtPS data rate is further increased, the through-

put of nrtPS decreases. Since 100 Kbps is the reserved

bandwidth for BE class, therefore the throughput of

BE traffic cannot be further reduced and remains unaf-

fected. When rtPS data generation rate is increased to

520 Kbps, the throughput of nrtPS reaches its MRTR

Fig. 11 Bandwidth distribution by FLS among fixed SSs

i.e. 400 Kbps. Further increase in rtPS traffic rate has

no effect on the throughput of nrtPS and BE classes. So

the throughput of rtPS cannot be further increased by

just increasing its traffic generation rate. It can be seen

that FLS is able to ensure that rtPS and nrtPS classes

get at least their MRTR. In case of overload rtPS gets

the priority and FLS takes away extra bandwidth from

nrtPS and BE classes.

The percentage of lost packets is shown in Fig. 12.

The percentage of lost packets is negligible till the total

data generation rate is less than the available uplink

bandwidth. Packet loss starts, once the data generation

rate exceeds the available bandwidth. This is due to the

fact that the packets that miss their deadlines due to

overload are dropped at SSs.

Simulations are also performed to determine if FLS

is able to meet the deadlines of rtPS traffic. The end-to-

end delay observed by different service classes is shown

in Fig 13. It can be seen that rtPS traffic observed the

least delay. In fact, the end-to-end delay of rtPS traf-

fic remains around 30 ms throughout the experiment,

while the maximum allowed delay is 160 ms. Increase

in rtPS throughput results in reduced bandwidth allo-

cation to nrtPS and BE classes, which in turn results

in relatively higher delays for these classes.

6.1.2 Effects of Mobility on FLS

Mobility of SSs can adversely affect the QoS provided

by the network. This experiment is designed to deter-

mine the effect of mobility on the performance of FLS.

Two BSs and three SSs are used in the simulation. Each

SS has one connection of each service class (rtPS, nrtPS

and BE). The SSs move linearly at a constant speed of

16.67 m/s and performs one handover during the sim-

ulation. Initially only BE traffic is present. The traffic

rate of BE traffic is gradually increased from 20 Kbps to

160 Kbps (0-40 sec). After 40 second, the average rate
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Fig. 12 Lost packets

Fig. 13 End-to-end delay for different service classes under
FLS

Fig. 14 Throughput of different classes of traffic for mobile
SS

of BE traffic is kept constant. At 40th second nrtPS

traffic is introduced in the network. The rate of nrtPS

traffic is gradually increased to 200 Kbps (40-85 sec).

After this point, the average traffic rate of nrtPS is kept

constant at 200 Kbps. rtPS traffic is introduced at this

point and its data generation rate is increased gradually

to 400 Kbps (85-180 sec).

Fig. 15 The percentage of lost packets for mobile SS

Fig. 16 Delay in mixed traffic network under mobility

The throughput of all service classes at the receiver

is shown in Fig. 14. As the applied load is less than the

available bandwidth, FLS is able to allocate bandwidth

to service classes that exactly matches the input traffic

pattern.

The percentage of lost packets is shown in Fig. 15.

It can be seen that the percentage of lost packets re-

main below 0.75% for all classes of traffic. Furthermore,

the fluctuation is the least in case of rtPS traffic. The

percentage of lost packets is minimum for rtPS traffic,

while maximum for BE traffic. However, the difference

is not more than 0.1%. It can be seen that under normal

load, the introduction of nrtPS traffic and rtPS traffic

does not have significant effect on BE traffic.

The end-to-end delay for different classes of traffic

is shown in Fig. 16. The introduction of nrtPS increases

delay for BE traffic. Similarly, the introduction of rtPS

traffic results in slight increase in delays for nrtPS and

BE classes. The delay of rtPS traffic remains constant

irrespective of applied load and is around 25 ms, which

is very good for realtime traffic. Also, the delay of nrtPS

traffic remains below 70 ms throughout the experiment.
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Connection MRTR (Kbps) Average Traffic Rate
(Kbps)

N1 140 200
N2 200 225
N3 225 275
N4 250 300
Total 815 1000

Table 8 Input Traffic Parameters for nrtPS Connections

Fig. 17 Bandwidth allocation by nrtPS class specific algo-
rithm

6.2 Second Level Scheduling

6.2.1 nrtPS Intra-class Scheduling

The experiment is performed to analyze the perfor-

mance of nrtPS intra-class scheduling algorithm under

high load i.e. the data generation rate is almost equal

to the total available uplink bandwidth. Four SSs with

one nrtPS connection each are used in the simulation.

The parameters of the connections as shown in table 8.

Note that the only type of traffic present is nrtPS and

the ratio of available bandwidth to the applied load is

almost 1.

The corresponding bandwidth allocation is shown

in Fig. 17. It can be seen that throughput remains at a

stable level for all connections. Furthermore, the MRTR

is guaranteed for all nrtPS connections. We also calcu-

lated the service ratio (SR) as defined in equation 1.

SR for N1, N2, N3 and N4 are approximately 0.99,

0.99, 0.98 and 0.98 respectively.

The end-to-end delays experienced by the four con-

nections are shown in Fig. 18. Since all the connections

get approximately same service ratio, therefore the end-

to-end delay is identical for all connections. The max-

imum delay is observed by N4, which is slightly less

than 0.5 seconds.

Fig. 18 End-to-end delay for nrtPS connections

Fig. 19 Bandwidth allocation by BE class specific algorithm

6.2.2 BE Intra-Class Scheduling

To analyze the bandwidth allocation among BE con-

nections, four BE connections BE1, BE2, BE3 and

BE4 are used. Each connection is managed by a unique

SS. The average data generation rate is 200 Kbps, 225

Kbps, 275 Kbps, and 300 Kbps for BE1, BE2, BE3

andBE4 respectively. Again, the ratio of available band-

width to applied load is almost 1 and only BE traffic is

used for the experiment.

The throughput achieved by the connections is shown

in Fig. 19. The algorithm equally divides the avail-

able time slots among active BE connections. How-

ever, the data generation rate of BE1 and BE2 is less

than the available bandwidth per connection. There-

fore, the throughputs of BE1 and BE2 are equal to

their data generation rates. The remaining bandwidth

is distributed among other two connections.

The end-to-end delay experienced by the connec-

tions is shown in Fig. 20. The delay is almost negligible

for BE1 and BE2, while it has the greatest value for

BE4. Since for BE1 and BE2, the allocated bandwidth

is equal to their data generation rate, therefore the in-

put queues remain almost empty and thus the waiting
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Fig. 20 End-to-end delay for BE traffic

time in the queue is negligible. While, the difference of

throughput and data generation rate is maximum for

BE4. Therefore, more and more packets wait in the

input queue with the passage of time and thus the con-

nection has relatively large delays.

6.2.3 rtPS Intra-Class Scheduling

Performance Analysis The objective of this experiment

is to perform detailed analysis of rtPS intra-class schedul-

ing algorithm. We also performed the same simulation

for EDF algorithm and provide comparative results. For

this experiment, the total uplink bandwidth is set to

10 Mbps. Four fixed SS with one rtPS connection each

is used in the experiment. The parameters of the con-

nections are shown in table 9. These parameters imply

a very heavy load on system as the ratio of available

bandwidth to data generation rate is less than 0.5.

Conn MRTR

(Kbps)

MSTR

(Kbps)

Tolerable delay (frames)

A 4000 9000 2
B 1000 3000 3
C 2000 4000 3
D 3000 5000 4

Table 9 Input traffic parameters for rtPS connections

The service ratio for each connection and the total

service ratio (SR) obtained during the simulation are

shown in Fig. 21. It can be seen that service ratios of

all rtPS connections adapt and follow SR. Even though

the available bandwidth could only provide minimum

guaranteed service to each connection, the proposed al-

gorithm performed very well and dynamically allocate

bandwidth to ensure fairness. In fact, SR is the best a

connection can get and all the connections seem to fol-

low SR rather well. Thus it shows that the algorithm

is able to fairly allocate maximum possible bandwidth

to each admitted rtPS connection.

Fig. 21 Service ratio for rtPS connections by applying the
proposed algorithm

Fig. 22 shows the service ratios obtained by schedul-

ing using EDF on the same set of connections. There

is not much difference between SR provided by EDF

to that of provided by our proposed algorithm. How-

ever, obviously there is greater difference among the

SRi for individual connections. In this case, EDF allo-

cates maximum bandwidth to A, while least bandwidth

is allocated to B. This dispersion in service ratios is due

to the fact that EDF tries to minimize the average delay

but does not take fairness into account.

Fig. 22 Service ratio for rtPS connections by applying EDF

Fig. 23 shows the throughput as function of load.

Clearly both algorithm are able to schedule all traf-

fic until the load surpasses the available bandwidth of

10 Mbps. After this point, no matter how much load

is applied the algorithms cannot give more throughput.

However, EDF tends to drop some packets and through-

put is slightly less than 10 Mbps.
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Fig. 23 Throughput vs applied load

Fig. 24 represents average delay packets experience

as function of applied load. Under light and medium

load conditions the packets are scheduled almost imme-

diately by both algorithms. However, under very heavy

load the packets have to wait more than the average

waiting time. Note that expired packets are automati-

cally dropped by SS. This effect is evident in the graph.

Fig. 24 Average Delay vs Load

Fig. 25 shows the ratio of loss packets as a function

of load. When the applied load is less than 10 Mbps,

both algorithms are able to schedule almost all the in-

put packets and therefore the loss packet ratio is al-

most 0. Any traffic above 10 Mbps threshold cannot be

scheduled and therefore the loss packet ratio increases

sharply after this point. It can be seen that at a load of

20 Mbps, half of the traffic is dropped and so the loss

packet ratio is around 0.5.

Lost packets as function of load under mobility The ob-

jective of this experiment is to determine the percentage

of lost packets for rtPS class as function of load with

mobile SS. The results of the experiment are presented

in Fig. 26. For this simulation, the speed of SS is set

to 60 Km/h (16.67 m/s) and it performs one handover.

Fig. 25 Loss Packet Ratio vs Load

Fig. 26 Lost packets as function of traffic load under mobility

Fig. 27 Lost packets as function of SS speed

Simulations are performed with increasingly more load

till the rtPS data generation rate is equal to total avail-

able uplink bandwidth. It can be seen that there is lit-

tle increase in lost packets till the applied load is 80%

of the available bandwidth. Further increase in load re-

sults in greater percentage of lost packets. However, the

percentage always remain below 4%.

Lost packets as function of SS speed for rtPS class The

experiment is performed to determine the percentage
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Fig. 28 Scalability of rtPS class specific algorithm

of lost packets for rtPS class as function of SS speed.

Three BS and one SS is used in the experiment. The

SS traverses a distance of 10 km and perform two han-

dovers. The SS has an rtPS connection with average

data generation rate of 200 Kbps. Fig. 27 shows the ef-

fect of SS speed on uplink transmission. It can be seen

that there are no lost packets when the SS is station-

ary. The percentage of lost packets increases relatively

quickly between 0m/s and 10m/s. Further increase in

SS speed, result in less significant increase in lost pack-

ets. The percentage of lost packets always remain below

1.2%. It should be noted that, in this simulation, the

lost of some packets is due to physical layer phenomena

and not because of the scheduling algorithm.

Scalability Scalability of a scheduling mechanism is a

highly desirable property, especially for the schedul-

ing of delay sensitive traffic such as rtPS. Therefore,
this experiment is performed to determine the effect of

number of SSs on the performance of rtPS intra-class

scheduling algorithm. For this experiment, rtPS traffic

is generated at an average rate of 800 Kbps. The ex-

periment is performed with increasing number of SSs.

The average throughput achieved as function of num-

ber of SSs is shown in figure 28. The result suggests

that the proposed rtPS scheduler remains quite stable

with increasing number of SS and hence it is scalable.

Video Streaming Using rtPS Class The simulation is

performed to assess the performance of the proposed

rtPS scheduler in scheduling realtime video traffic. We

implemented a realtime video transmission mechanism

in Qualnet that can send videos encoded in HEVC as

discussed in section 5. To perform the experiment we

used videochat video sequence obtained from the video

trace library of Arizona State University [50].

The minimum reserved traffic rate is 20 Kbps and

the maximum sustained traffic rate is 50 Kbps for each

Fig. 29 Video Quality at the Receiver

video stream. The experiment is performed by grad-

ually increasing the number of videos transmitted si-

multaneously. Peak Service to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is

used to compare the quality of the received video to the

transmitted video. Figure 29 shows the average PSNR

as function of number of concurrent video streams. The

average PSNR is simply the arithmetic mean of PSNR

of all video streams. High values of PSNR implies that

the quality of received videos is good. In fact, the re-

ceived videos have negligible distortions and are almost

identical to the transmitted videos. In case of limited

bandwidth, there is a possibility of transmitting a low-

resolution image and reconstructing a high-resolution

image from the transmitted low-resolution image at the

receiver [53].

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a two-level schedul-

ing algorithm for the base station uplink scheduler for

IEEE 802.16 standard. In the first level, bandwidth

is allocated to different classes of traffic according to

bandwidth demands and QoS requirements in terms

of throughput, delay and fairness. Then in the second

level, class-specific algorithms are used to distribute

bandwidth among service flows of the same class. We

have also developed a realtime video transmission mech-

anism to assess the performance of rtPS scheduler. The

simulation studies show that the proposed solution is

scalable and it ensures QoS for all classes of traffic

supported by the standard, avoid starvation of lower

priority flows and ensure fair bandwidth distribution.

Furthermore, the video transmission mechanism per-

formed efficiently and the quality of the received videos

was good.
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